An invitation to consider any historical period from the perspective of modernization theory is a bit like being invited to climb a mountain in a fog. There is a danger of toppling during the climb and little hope for a clear view if one manages to reach the summit. Modernization theory would appear to be a relic of an era of Anglo-American optimism sanctified by a now defunct social scientific fashion. Its most enthusiastic adherents posited stages of development, models of concurrent evolution in economic, social and political life, and either implicitly or explicitly suggested that the goal of every nation was the achievement of a state of development in all spheres akin to that of England and the United States. For students of Germany’s past, it was a tool for the measurement of deviation from the norm or, to be more polite, of assessing the extent to which Germany was a »faulted« society.¹ Who believes all that now? England has proven to be old without being merry, and the United States has become for many a tarnished model. There is plenty of evidence that later modernizing societies can be reactionary or even bestial socially and politically while advancing economically. Only a Dr. Pangloss would claim that economic development must lead to greater sociopolitical democratization.² The regime which succeeded the Weimar Republic only seemed to prove the exaggerations of certain types of modernization theory. The economy modernized while social stratification remained relatively untouched and the political system attained previously unimagined heights of oppressiveness and barbarity.³

When all is said and done, however, modernization has not been replaced by any more viable or satisfactory conceptual tool for the critical analysis either of the transition to industrialization or of the developmental processes of modern industrial societies. When stripped of the mechanistic characteristics and teleological pretensions which once typified it, modernization theory remains useful as a means of posing problems and analyzing solutions to the difficulties and crises of legitimation, economic and fiscal management, distribution,

---

¹ The most famous presentation of this position was by Ralf Dahrendorf, Society and Democracy in Germany, New York 1967.

² For an excellent and well balanced discussion of the critiques of modernization theory by one of the chief proponents of its historical utility, see Hans-Ulrich Wehler, Modernisierungstheorie und Geschichte, Göttingen 1975, pp. 18-33.

and national security that appear endemic to twentieth century industrial societies. These problems arise from the growing if imperfect control of mankind over the forces of nature and production, the complex economic and social differentiation which this brings with it, the expectations created with respect to social equality and political participation, and the tensions between national interest and growing international interdependence. Few theorists today would share the almost utopian optimism that characterized some earlier modernization theorists, who seemed to have a vision of resolving the dilemmas of modernization through some imaginary symmetry in economic, social and political development. The tendency now is to see the difficulties and crises as ongoing subjects of an all-encompassing modernization policy that involves basic questions of the constitution of the state, the economy and the society. There is no promise or vision of equilibrium. It is in this more sober and appropriately gloomy form that an attempt will be made here to view the Weimar Republic from the perspective of modernization.

There is some utility in beginning this endeavor with a reminder that modernization theory in its most pristine or, if one wishes, primitive form tended to treat the industrialization process as an independent variable responsible for triggering and sustaining the social and political processes that flowed from it. The peculiarity of advanced industrial societies, however, is that the industrialization process becomes an increasingly less independent variable, in part because of the operation of exogenous influences (e.g. wars), and in part because of the powerful social and political influences that make themselves felt in mass societies. This is not to argue that there are not autonomous tendencies inherent in industrialization, but only that their realization is no longer as free as it was in most of the western world before 1914. Where traditional modernization theory tended to measure the extent to which social and political development kept pace with the demands of industrialization and to view critically such asymmetries as were identified, the problem in dealing with advanced societies is often that the operation of modernized social and political structures overwhelm the industrial or economic structures which spawned them. The problem then becomes, not how the social and political order is to be modernized so as to keep pace with economic development, but rather how economic development is to be maintained in the face of a sociopolitical order that appears to have pushed beyond its economic resources. Thus arise the fiscal crisis of the state and the crisis of the welfare state and the crisis of governance to which so much political rhetoric has been devoted and over which so much ink has been spilled by social scientists. Lest this point be misunderstood, it should be clear that to set the problem in this manner is not to define any single strategy for its solution. Some will argue that the sociopolitical order must be made to conform to the demands of economic development. Others will insist that the economic system must be changed or reformed to produce economic growth in a more modern sociopolitical context. Naturally, there are a variety of positions between these camps. The virtue of the concept of modernization is that it permits the historian to transcend partisan recipes and distractions by defining the basic issues at a reasonable level of abstraction but one that is nevertheless capable of historical analysis.

S.N. Eisenstadt spelled out these issues:

Modernization evinces thus two closely connected but distinct aspects. The first is the development of a social structure with a great variety of structural differentiation and diversification, of continually changing structural forms, activities and problems, and of propensities to continual change and system transformation. But the mere development of these propen-

---

sities does not in itself assume the development of an institutional structure capable of dealing in a relatively stable way with these continual changes and concomitantly of assuring the maintenance of a civil order. Thus the crucial problem that modernization creates in its wake is that of the ability of the emerging social structure to deal with such continual changes, or in other words, the problem of sustained development, i.e., the ability of developing an institutional structure capable of absorbing continually changing problems and demands. It is this which constitutes the central problem and challenge of modernization.\(^6\)

To what extent is it possible to argue that the failure of the Weimar Republic was a consequence of its inability to develop an institutional structure adequate to the \textit{propensities to continual change and system transformation} alluded to by Eisenstadt? And if so, why was this the case?

Despite the context of the modernization paradigm into which they are put, these are not exactly unexplored questions, and there is not that much mystery about the answers. Basically, they have fallen into two main categories. First, there are those explanations which stress the liabilities of the German political inheritance, i.e., the weaknesses of the German parliamentary tradition, the administrative inexperience of the German Social Democrats and their reluctance to assume responsibility, the retention of leading personnel from the old orders in positions of power and responsibility, and the persistence of an anti-democratic, authoritarian and militaristic mentalité. Second, there are those arguments which place their emphasis upon the problems more specific to Weimar itself, i.e., the lost war, the harsh peace treaty, the \textit{failed} revolution of 1918/19, inflation, depression, proportional representation, the multi-party system, Article 48, and the dependence on foreign loans and its consequences.\(^7\)

These two modes of analysis are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, no satisfactory description of Weimar's tragic history can neglect any of the factors somewhat randomly presented above, as well as other significant ones that can be identified. Nevertheless, the weight which the historian attaches to the one or the other of these types of explanations has very serious implications from the perspective of modernization theory. The first type of explanation, closely connected with the \textit{Sonderweg} thesis, implies a concern with Germany's difficulties in making the transition from a more \textit{traditional} to a \textit{modern} society. As Geoff Eley has put it, it \textit{locates Germany's vulnerability to fascism in a \textit{pre-industrial} blockage of modernization}.\(^7a\)

The second explanatory mode, which posits a substantial degree of discontinuity between the Second Empire and the Weimar Republic, presupposes that the Weimar Republic was already a modernized state facing problems of modernization policy more familiar to citizens of advanced western industrial societies today than are the issues of the pre-1914 period. The most recent trends in Weimar scholarship have been to treat its problems far more in terms of this second mode of analysis, and there is good reason to argue that this trend is moving in a very promising and fruitful direction. It is, in any case, the approach that will inform this discussion, not for the purposes of abandoning the modernization concept but rather to explore the problems of governance under the peculiar conditions with which the Weimar Republic had to cope.

\(^7\) For an impressive and detailed discussion of the entire range of historiographical positions, see \textit{Eberhard Kolb}, Die Weimarer Republik, München/Wien 1982, Ch. II.
I. THE PEASANTRY, THE MITTELSTAND, AND THE LAW

Thus, while it is both interesting and important to discuss and debate the limits and achievements of the German Revolution of 1918/19, it is also essential to take a broader perspective and recognize that the First World War and its aftermath profoundly altered every significant aspect of German experience. They promoted significant transformations and changes, many of which can be identified with the processes of modernization, in a context and manner that was extremely harmful to the creation and maintenance of an institutional structure capable of dealing in a relatively stable way with these continual changes and concomitantly of assuring the maintenance of a civil order.« From this perspective, it is a grave error of analysis to confuse superficial similarities in prewar and postwar political debate and rhetoric with the realities to which they were actually addressing themselves.

A good illustration is provided by the plaints of the peasantry, craftsmen, retailers, and other groups in the so-called old Mittelstand. The fatal disaffection of these groups from the Republic, which was reflected in the two elections of 1924 and the elections of 1928 and which provided an important component of the Nazi vote after 1930 often appears as the model par excellence of the manner in which German democracy was poisoned by the persistence of premodern groups and values.8 It takes little effort to find speeches by advocates for the craftsmen or retailers in 1914 that could just as easily have been made in Weimar. Complaints about competition from unlicensed workers or industry, demands that peddlers, department stores and consumer cooperatives be banned or heavily taxed, support for agrarian protectionism, claims that the increasingly proletarianized« Mittelstand represented the last barrier to the triumph of capitalism and socialism, and vicious anti-Semitic tirades that would quote approvingly Sombart's contention that »the Jews have the mission of promoting the transition to capitalism«9 were inventions of the prewar period that remained the stock-in-trade of Mittelstand rhetoric after 1918.10 And while one could no longer conclude such speeches with the line that »if the peasant estate and Mittelstand falls, then the crowns which the German princes carry will sink also«,11 one could quietly convince oneself that it was a prediction that had come true while stressing more than ever the idea that the Mittelstand was all that stood in the way of a society in which capital and the proletariat would nakedly and pitilessly confront one another. It would be wrong to deny the significance and im-

---


11 Werner speech (See note 11), p. 6711.
portance of these fantasies, undoubtedly nurtured by memories of the Alltag on the farm, the local Handwerksbetrieb, or the Tante-Emma-Laden and thus rendered ever more clean and wholesome with the passage of time. But an argument can be made for the relegation of this ideological baggage to its appropriate compartment in considering how these groups took the trip from the sedating social protectionist verbiage and largely spurious concessions that kept them loyal to the old Empire of which they erroneously believed they were the mainstay to the shrill cry for guaranteed protection and a share of the booty that might come from their battle against Socialism and Capitalism in the 1930's. If the Mittelstand's corporatist and social protectionist program of the 1930's reflected a certain archaism, however, then it was an archaism that was less a product of a preindustrial past than a charge against the modernity of the present that addressed itself to very real 20th century circumstances and to the pitiless manner in which decline was being imposed.

Statistically, the process is very clear. The Weimar Republic was a way station to a social structure in which the old peasantry and Mittelstand were forced to experience a secular trend to their disfavor. The independently self-employed had decreased from 26.1% to 15.1% of the gainfully employed between 1882 and 1925 and were to drop to 14.9% in 1949 and 9.5% in 1976. The greatest loss was to be suffered by the peasantry, although such »losse«, whether in the numbers of those employed in agriculture or in the other sectors considered, can never be interpreted as relegation to insignificance in terms of the gross national product or in terms of political influence. From the perspective of a nation's sociopolitical history - Germany is not alone in experiencing this kind of socioeconomic modernization or the adjustment problems which it entails - the significant issues arise from how the transformation is conducted.

The manner in which these changes were mediated in Germany after 1914 was highly undesirable from every perspective. The peasantry and old industrial and commercial Mittelstand went almost overnight from being the political darlings of the regime to being the whipping boys of the war economy. Where before August 1914 they were constantly clamouring for new laws and regulations for their protection, they were by 1915 seeking ways to defend themselves from prosecution - better said, persecution - by the authorities. Once stalwart defenders of social protectionism and opponents of »Manchesterianism«, they suddenly found themselves to be passionate advocates of the restoration of the free market. The source of all these transformations was wartime Germany's desperate shortage of food and raw materials and the controlled economy (Zwangswirtschaft) system devised to cope with it. Fundamentally, the government chose to do everything possible to maximize the supply and minimize the price of available food in the urban areas, and this meant siding with city against country and worker against peasant. As a result, peasants were subjected to late night visits and searches by gendarmes and troops, seizures of stores held illegally, fines and even arrest for violations of the regulations. Worse yet, the system did not work, as the well documented triumph of the black market by the end of the war demonstrated. Had the regime which came to power in 1918/19 been able to do away with the discredited controlled economy in agriculture, it might have taken an important step toward winning

12 Winkler, Mittelstand, pp. 100 ff., 151 ff.
13 Heinrich August Winkler, Stabilisierung durch Schrumpfung: Der gewerbliche Mittelstand in der Bundesrepublik, in: Werner Conze / M. Rainer Lepsius (eds.), Sozialgeschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Beiträge zum Kontinuitätsproblem, Stuttgart 1985, p. 188.
the peasantry over to the Republic. This was feasible neither economically nor politically, however, since the Socialist dominated Republic depended upon the urban working class for its support. As a consequence, the Republic became identified with the hated system created by its predecessor in the eyes of the peasantry. While there is no question about the fact that the peasantry was able to make immediate profit from the food shortages and the inflation, it suffered from a persistent sense of injustice and of being at the wrong end of the law. The latter was losing its legitimacy, a fact not lost upon one of the more thoughtful of Berlin's consumer leaders, who pointed out in January 1920 that during the war the realm of criminal justice was expanded into an area which did not arise from the people's sense of justice but rather was born of the emergency of the moment—the controlled economy, with its regulations which penetrate so deeply into the life of the farmer. It is not only that the farmer (as well as other large parts of the population) completely lacks the sense of violating the law when transgressing these regulations, he almost generally denies the purposefulness of the decrees, which he only sees as oppressive and burdensome for his production.15

The Republic received little gratitude for the gradual dismantling of the dysfunctional system that began in 1920/21 especially since the Social Democrats continued to call for its reinstitution as late as 1922 and the farmers also had a good deal more to resent in the realm of discrimination against them than just these controls. While delivery strikes by farmers were sharply condemned, unrest and strikes by industrial workers were rewarded with wage increases. The farmer could not claim the eight hour day, that boasted revolutionary achievement of the industrial workers, and while the Socialists demanded high food production, they agitated among the agricultural laborers. Lastly, the unemployment supports paid in the cities appeared to act as a disincentive to agricultural labor.

The retailers even more than the farmers felt themselves to be the unjustified and unwarranted victims not only of legal injustices but also of uncontrolled mob violence. The retailers were peculiarly disadvantaged by the fact that it was at their shops and stalls that the consumers directly confronted the shortages and rising prices and periodically responded by breaking store windows, overturning stalls and plundering. Manifestly, the authorities did not approve of such outbursts, but the incredibly complex and confusing anti-profiteering regulations developed in the course of the war and directed solely against retailers served as the legal counterpart of the public prclivity to take its frustrations out on the retailers. These regulations sought to impose justice or suitable profits on items of daily necessity. By 1918, the courts had expanded the latter to include such things as toys and Christmas tree decorations, while the network of Price Examination Agencies created to enforce the regulations and the courts often imposed prices that were reminiscent of medieval notions of a just price. These cheerless circumstances were made all the drearier by the increasing favor shown to consumer cooperatives, and the tendency of both municipal authorities and large industrial firms to buy and sell food and other consumer items directly.

As in the case of agriculture, so with respect to retailing, the early Weimar Republic inherited and then perpetuated a discriminatory system directed against a group that had once been treated as a buttress of the state. What had been created by the monarchy was blamed on the November Revolution. As one group of retailers complained in 1919: «We have previously considered ourselves to be part of the Mittelstand. The Social Democrats do not want a Mitt-

telstand. No one should be placed better than the worker [...]»16 By 1922, with hyperinflation in full swing, they had even more to complain about. While industrialists and wholesalers were calculating currency depreciation into their prices and anticipating further depreciation by changing a price that they thought would cover future reproduction costs (Wiedereinsatz), the retailers were accorded the dubious privilege of being forced to live in a world in which a mark was equal to a mark. Capitalism and Socialism were destroying the retailers. As one of them complained to his Reichstag deputy: »Herr Majority Socialist [Economies Minister-GDF] Schmidt wants to destroy the retail trade in order to promote his consumer cooperatives. He does not consider that he thus deals the death blow to a major group of taxpayers.« At the same time, this angry retailer pointed out that the consumers and the prosecuting attorney’s office were constantly »looking behind the wrong bush« in their search for the origins of the high prices since »no prosecutor troubles himself about the boundlessly increased price demands of manufacturers or industry.«17 He went on:
»I would like to see the face of Herr Stinnes when an envoy of the police comes to his residence and demands the presentation of his invoices and records, as has lately become the sport of the local Price Examination Agencies in dealing with the retailers. The legitimate merchant, who is simply fighting for his existence, and who also has to worry about paying the terrible tax burdens placed upon him, is treated under the penal provisions as the equivalent of a cutthroat, a swindler, a burglar. [...]»

A Hobbesian world developed during the 1922/23 hyperinflation in which retailers blamed wholesalers, the latter blamed producers, and small producers pointed the finger at the big producers, while, more generally, the unorganized vented their rage at the organized because the latter were able to respond to inflationary expectations with efficiency and alacrity. This was the logical outcome of a condition in which those responsible for the governance of Germany could offer no effective institutional structures capable of dealing with the crisis and of presiding over the unavoidable task of redistributing wealth and economic power in German society in a way that had a reasonable measure of generally recognized legitimacy. Although the government claimed that a mark was equal to a mark, it began to abandon this principle in practice well before the stabilization in favor of doing everything possible to encourage the revival of production no matter what the social costs. This provided the Reichsgericht, staffed by judges who were often unfriendly to the Republic and who – often as members of a Rentnerintellektuellentum in the process of being expropriated by currency depreciation – socially identified with the losers in inflation, to pose as defenders of social justice by breaking with the positivistic traditions of the German legal system and having increasing recourse to »general clauses« relating to equity and good faith (Treu und Glauben), and general moral precepts lying beyond the language and specific intent of the relevant statutes.18

The result was serious conflict between government and judiciary between 1921 and 1924. So long as the principle mark = mark had a measure of plausibility, the Reichsgericht took the view that full monetary depreciation could not be taken into account by retailers. The Economics Ministry, however, felt that the road to recovery could only come through the free market. The ministry recognized that the significance of the inflation is to be found largely in the fact that it continually shifts the relationship between those with fixed sources of income and those with variable sources of income in favor of those who have control over

17 Letter from a Recklinghausen retailer to Deputy Alekotte, June 2, 1922, Rheinisch-Westfälisches Wirtschaftsarchiv zu Köln, 20/501/16.
goods and property «(Sachbesitz). While this was «harsh», the important thing was to provide an incentive for the productive use of capital, and this was not possible if the seller did not have the security of a full return on his goods. From such considerations it followed that «transfer of wealth within our national community (Volksgemeinschaft) which the Reichsgericht wishes to prevent because it violates its social feeling, namely that the holder of paper marks will bear the full depreciation of the currency and therefore be more unfavorably placed than the holder of goods, cannot and should not be fought through the price decree [...] but by another means, primarily that of taxation [...]».

In the last analysis, neither the officials in Berlin nor the judges in Leipzig could provide satisfactory answers to the problems of the peasantry and Mittelstand. For one thing, the interests of the various groups involved were contradictory. While the judges’ hearts may have warmed at the mere mention of the word «Mittelstand», their real concern was the consuming Mittelstand of civil servants and rentiers and not the economic calculations of the farmers and retailers, who themselves had contradictory interests. Indeed, not only did various segments of the Mittelstand have opposing interests, but individual groups themselves could be in a contradictory position. Thus, houseowners inevitably opposed rent control and called for the valorisation of rents while they gleefully repaid mortgages in depreciated currency and attacked revaluation. Modern industrial societies do not provide any clear measures of equity and good faith for those called upon to determine economic and social policy.

Yet this is precisely what the Reichsgericht was trying to do as it struggled, ironically enough, to impose the very modern institution of judicial review. The same social considerations that made the Reichsgericht try to hold the government to its mark = mark pretensions before November 1923 provoked it to respond to the government’s final abandonment of the mark by denouncing the government’s attempt to complete the process of expropriating holders of liquid assets through a refusal to revalue debts. The revaluation of mortgages could also have meant the revaluation of government bonds and the bankruptcy of the state, while any serious tampering with the triumph of debtors over creditors could only be accomplished at the expense of the more productive sectors of the economy upon whose recovery both the economic reconstruction and the future revenues of the state depended.

While the controversy ended in a compromise that provided for a limited revaluation without threatening the economic foundation upon which the stabilization rested, the institutional legitimacy upon which it was based had been severely threatened by the courts. As the Reich Justice Ministry argued: «[...] it would lead to a disintegration of the legal order and to a disastrous blow to the cohesion of the State if a court lays claim to the right to refuse to implement a law that came into being constitutionally because in the view of a majority of its members it is not in conformity with the general moral law.»

From the perspective of the modernization of Germany’s institutional structure and its capacity to deal with the changing and sometimes tumultuous conditions of a modern industrial society, the Reichsgericht’s flight into general clauses in 1923 in response to the revaluation question was the other side of the coin of Red Saxony’s efforts to cope with the impoverishment, unemployment and misery as well as the growing tendency for workers sim-

20 Dresden meeting of the Preisprüfungsstellen, May 23–24, 1922, p. 31, in: ibid.
ply to steal food from the fields and intimidate both farmers and employers by passing a law in July 1923 that gave an amnesty to those who were involved in abortions or committed crimes of theft if they did so because of dire need on the part of themselves or their families.22 This effort to legalize actions taken in the course of mass regression to notions of »moral economy« of some bygone era, that is, the preindustrial lower class practice of responding violently in »the belief that they were defending traditional rights or customs,«23 like the effort to apply generalized notions of »equity and good faith« that were at best relevant to the evolution of 19th century capitalism, were in part symptoms of the extreme economic and social distress of this period in the Republic's history. More generally, however, they were expressions of a pervasive institutional and political malaise that arose, not from Germany's preindustrial traditions or even her prewar order, but rather from the debilitation of the Weimar state and delegitimation of its processes of modernization as a consequence of the extreme constraints under which they were compelled to take place. Prior to 1914, it had been jurists friendly to the lower classes who had been in the forefront of the more flexible construction of the law in the belief that the then prevailing rigid juridical positivism only served to intensify the class character of justice and the existing state authority. Once popular sovereignty replaced royal sovereignty as the foundation of law, however, the conservative judiciary suddenly became converted to the notion of very broad conceptions of judicial review, while the workers and their parties – the bizarre attempt to legalize proletarian conceptions of moral economy in Saxony notwithstanding – tended to favor a more positivistic approach by the courts out of the not ungrounded fear that the rights they had won would be undermined by a conservative judiciary.24 From a long term historical perspective, however, all this was very paradoxical because the institutional modernization of parliamentary democracy in Germany logically included a system of judicial review, that is, legal restraint on the legislature to conform to the basic rights and norms provided by the constitution, within the context of a generally recognized system of popular sovereignty embodied in the legislative powers of the parliament.25 What was anomalous was not the call for judicial re-


view, but rather the effort of a superannuated class to impose it for purposes of challenging the workings of the political system, and a broader inclination on the part of those with grievances to literalize their archaic conceptions of justice. The economic and social developments of the post-inflation period only served to deepen middle class hostility toward the Republic and its atavistic proclivities. The farmers groaned under heavy taxation, insufficient capital and low prices, and they could never get enough protection or subsidization in the face of a world agrarian crisis that only served to highlight the need for that structural reform of German agriculture that no Weimar regime dared to undertake. Craftsmen and retailers joined the peasantry in their allergy to taxation, complained bitterly that government efforts at price reduction in 1925 and again during the depression one-sidedly penalized them while favoring consumers and protecting capitalists, and never ceased arguing for protection against new entrants into their field of endeavor. Finally, there was everyone's target for excoriation and penalization, the civil service, which was made to pay the price of stabilization and depression with dismissals and wage reductions. The Weimar Republic could expect little mercy from these quarters, and this only highlights how much depended upon the creation of a social basis for the Republic's political stabilization in the industrial sector.

II. THE AMBIVALENT MODERNIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

The institutional inadequacies of the Weimar Republic are perhaps even more cogently revealed by the relationship between the two great domestic political «winners» of the war and revolution, industry and labor. The notion that labor was a «winner» is, of course, highly controversial, but it should be obvious from the above discussion that labor, especially organized labor, was a winner relative to the old middle class. Furthermore, the form of government introduced in 1918 certainly was closer to its wishes than to those of the old elites and most of the Mittelstand, and labor's gains, in terms of rights, social policy and material benefits, were the changes most contested by other groups in German society. Whatever historians may think of the success or failure of the German Revolution, contemporaries outside the labor movement generally took the success of the working class in 1918 seriously. For them, it was a revolution that had been altogether too successful.

A revealing entrée into the industry-labor relationship as well as to the differences between prewar and postwar Germany is a comparison of 1914, 1923/24 and 1930. In each case, a rollback in social policy was in process. How different, however, were the actual questions involved, the specific content of the debate, and the real issues at stake!

When State Secretary of the Interior Clemens von Delbrück came before the Reichstag on January 20, 1914 to announce that Germany's social legislation had reached a certain conclusion—with the passage of the Reich Insurance Law of 1911, he was able to do so in an ag-


gressive and self-assured manner. He portrayed himself as the representative of an understanding [verständige] social policy, which he understood to mean a social policy which also gives the employers that measure of economic and, I might say, moral elbow room, which is necessary [...] in order to fulfill the tasks, which our industry had previously mastered and which it will have to fulfill to a much greater extent than before if we wish to maintain the leading position in the world which we proudly enjoy at the moment [...] Gentlemen, an understanding social policy must be kept within the bounds of the economically possible. The extent of activity in the social policy field must be in consonance with the general economic policy and its results.  

Delbrück defended this posture with a pean to the successes of Reich economic policy, praising the nation's increasing productivity, its competitiveness on foreign markets, the beneficial consequences of its tariff and trade treaty policies, and the high employment level and general increase in the prosperity of the working class despite some temporary setbacks. Needless to say, neither the Social Democrats nor other deputies associated with trade unions or the liberal left were quite as convinced the workers had received a fair share of the nation's income. They all recognized and argued, however, that what was really at stake was not social benefits alone but rather social and political rights and that the government was responding to the efforts of a coalition of industrial, agrarian and mittelständische elements not only to restrain further progress with respect to recognition of the trade unions and collective bargaining and freedom of coalition and assembly but even to introduce new measures aimed at restraining the right to strike and to picket. The economic issues scarcely were argued in any serious way except for some expressed concern about the downturn in business conditions and the danger of unemployment by the SPD deputy Scheidemann, while next to nothing was said about the relationship between social policy and state finances. The entire discussion, in fact, reflected the stalemated political and institutional development of Imperial Germany before the war. It is important, however, not to confuse stalemate with crisis. If the regime did not enjoy a high degree of legitimacy despite the profound dissatisfaction of important social groups, it is difficult to see how it could have held up under the incredible strains of the World War before experiencing a true revolutionary crisis. Manifestly, its institutional structure was inadequate to the changes and demands of the war, but this constitutes no demonstration that it could not have evolved and survived under peaceful conditions.

When one turns to the two great attacks on the social policy of the Weimar Republic in 1923/24 and 1930/32, there are profound differences from the situation in 1914. To be sure, the rhetoric used to justify the limitation of social expenditure had not changed very much. Thus, Labor Minister Braun justified his measures in 1924 by declaring that a different social policy can be carried out on the foundation of an economy which produces high profits and which satisfies all needs with moderate mobilization of its energies rather than on a foundation of an economy which lacks what is most necessary. Chancellor Brüning echoed the same argument in October 1930, when he declared that social policy can only serve the general welfare [...] when it is rooted in solid economic conditions.  

29 Ibid., p. 6641.  
30 See the debates of January 21—February 10, 1914 in ibid.  
31 An entirely different question, of course, is whether the Imperial regime was capable of keeping out of war or getting out of the war in time to survive. One can easily argue that the institutional structure of the Second Empire was inadequate for the conduct of the foreign policy required by a Great Power. That, however, hardly justifies arguing, as did Arthur Rosenberg, that the Empire was doomed from the moment of its birth and was in a prerevolutionary situation on the eve of World War I. See his: Entstehung der Weimarer Republik, Frankfurt 1961, pp. 12 ff., 55 ff.  
ences from 1914 lie elsewhere. A first major point of discontinuity is that Brauns and Brünning were presiding over a demontage of social benefits, wages and salaries rather than a standstill in social policy of the type defended by Delbrück in 1914. A second area of difference is that their actions were informed, not by an effort to prevent labor from making new gains and attaining new rights, but rather by the need to engage in the dangerous business of taking emergency measures aimed at circumventing or modifying precisely those rights which the old regime had sought to block, e.g., collective bargaining contracts enforceable by law. Thus, in 1924, Brauns sought to assure the trade union leaders that “we are not thinking of bringing the workers back to their prewar status with respect to their legal situation” while he was in the process of using his powers of binding arbitration to increase the working day beyond eight hours and reduce wages and salaries. Stegerwald, as Labor Minister in 1930, proved increasingly less assuring about the sanctity of collective labor contracts, but still sought to preserve them. A last and crucial difference between the situation in 1914 and that of 1923/24 and 1930/32 involves the solvency of the state and the integrity of its constitutional norms. Neither of these were at issue in 1914. As Hans Luther, who had the dubious privilege of playing a major role in both postwar crises pointed out in a New Year’s Day 1930 comparison entitled “1923 and 1930”, the common denominator of the crises that marked the end of the inflation and the beginning of the depression was the same, namely “a disproportion between the expenditures and the income of the bodies of governance” that required a budgetary reform. Luther noted that the 1923 crisis had been ended by enabling acts which forced through draconian measures aimed at stabilizing the currency and getting the economy going again. This time – writing, as he was, before Brünning came to power and began to rule by decree without an enabling act – Luther hoped that the same issues would be dealt with more thoroughly and permanently by a great reform work that would address itself to the entire structure of governance. This was not exactly disinterested analysis on the part of Luther, who as Chairman of the Bund zur Erneuerung des Reichtes, was a supporter of heavy industrialist ideas for constitutional changes that would increase the powers of the Reichspreisident and the Finance Minister. Nevertheless, it pointed up how closely related were the repeated crises over Weimar social policy to the persistent crisis of the Weimar state itself.

A considerable degree of crisis was inevitable for the Weimar Republic on all fronts because of the severity of the economic problems it faced and the basic unpreparedness of those called upon to deal with them. If the discrepancy between Germany’s prewar economic and sociopolitical modernization had its source in the underdevelopment of the latter, the reverse was true in the Weimar Republic, where a new and untried political and social system was introduced in the context of a totally unexpected downturn in economic growth along with sudden national impoverishment. Economic historians have explored those conditions


37 Ibid., p. 133.

with great sophistication in recent years, and their insights certainly have done much to clarify Weimar’s place in the economic history of modern Germany. From their perspective, the period 1914–1932 appears as an interruption in a secular growth trend that had lasted from 1850 to the 1960’s. Industrial production only briefly and slightly exceeded that of 1913 in 1928/29. Tragically, it was the National Socialist regime that was to benefit from the unused capital and capacities created by the delayed reconstruction of the secular growth process, which was finally back on course in 1936/38. It is a measure of how fortune was to smile on the German Federal Republic that it took only seven years after the end of World War II rather than the almost two decades it took after the end of World War I for its per capita capital stock to recover its prewar level. Where the export quota for the period 1925/29 lay 2% below that of 1910/13, the export quota for the 1960’s exceeded that of 1910/13 by 2.5%.\footnote{Werner Abelshauser/Dietmar Petzina, Krise und Rekonstruktion. Zur Interpretation der gesamt-wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung im 20. Jahrhundert, in: Abelshauser/Petzina (eds.), Deutsche Wirtschaftsgeschichte im Industriezeitalter. Konjunktur, Krise, Wachstum, Düsseldorf 1981, pp. 47–93, and Knut Borchardt, Die Bundesrepublik in den ständigen Trends der wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung, in: Conze/Lepsius (eds.), Sozialgeschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, pp. 20–45, esp. pp. 31, 37.}

Businessmen trying to cope with the problems of the 1920’s, of course, were in no position to analyze their situation from this sort of perspective. The consolations of economic history have their limits in any case, and if these businessmen had not been informed about economic growth, they still had experienced it, and it had become a habit. Furthermore, they had been brought up on a banking system which, despite its adherence to the gold standard, was committed to the maintenance of high levels of liquidity and had developed a variety of mechanisms for maintaining economic activity during economic downturns. This banking system was complemented by a substantial degree of industrial organization in the form of cartels, concerns, trade associations, and interest group organizations. To these must be added a burgeoning scientific establishment supported largely by state and, to a more limited extent, by private funding and a much admired and envied higher educational system which fed the industrial structure with well-trained personnel. The German business community thus was in no way prepared for the aftermath of 1918. As the American Ambassador Houghton, a shrewd and sensitive observer, noted at the end of 1922, the Germans, unlike their English and American counterparts, were only used to a growing industry and trade and were quite at sea when facing less happy conditions.\footnote{Ambassador Houghton to Secretary of State Hughes, Dec. 27, 1922, National Archives, 862.00/1199. In his provocative new book which arrived too late to be employed here, Harold James argues «Germany was beginning to develop the institutional ossification characteristic of an old economy. In Weimar, this low growth and ossification, acted as a constraint on government action, though the pattern of government action itself was also responsible for some of the ossification.» See: The German Slump. Politics and Economics 1924–1936, Oxford 1983, p. 418.}

Their response was to ride the currents that seemed most advantageous. The first of these was inflation, an unfamiliar phenomenon to whose opportunities they caught on and which they then employed to tack in the face of worker unrest, sabotage Allied reparations demands, and restore to some degree their positions on world markets as well as engage in a measure of plant reconstruction. Buoyed up in this dubious manner, they rode out the storm of hyperinflation, and then took advantage of the great gusts of foreign loans between 1924 and 1929 to engage in their famous program of rationalization in the hope that they could be driven far enough to catch a fair and steady wind. Instead, they found themselves in the doldrums of the Great Depression, and their only solution was deflation, an insistence that
most of those aboard get out and either pull the great boat forward by rowing, swim, or sink. 41
One of the curiosities of this dismal voyage is that the employers' alleged enemies, the Social Democratic Party and the trade unions, charted a rather parallel course themselves. As Heinrich August Winkler has argued, they were participants—sometimes reluctant, sometimes more willing—in the inflation consensus of the first years of the Republic, the rationalization consensus of its middle years, and the deflation consensus that developed shortly before the depression. When faced with the prospect of worker unrest because of unemployment or low wages and the abandonment or modification of the social gains of the Revolution, the labor leaders had a strong tendency to favor the continuation of inflationary practices. This was all the more the case because they shared the employer desire to restore Germany's position on world markets and reduce reparations. They were much more enthusiastic about rationalization, which they viewed as the key to maintaining and, after stabilization was bought at the price of the eight hour day and lower wages, of restoring the social achievements of the Revolution. They were prodded forward in this posture by a vision of being drawn ever closer to the triumph of socialism through technical progress, concentration, and the exfoliation of organized capitalism. This implied a certain respect for the laws of the capitalist economy itself. Both the experience of inflation, where industry and agriculture were viewed as employing inflation and the stabilization to triumph at the expense of the workers, and a failure to develop any imaginative ideas in the realm of economics, disabled the Social Democrats with respect to the formation of alternatives to Brünings deflationary policy. Finally, there was even a certain parallelism between the manner in which certain portions of industry and labor began to move in the direction of reflationsary solutions to the economic crisis in 1931/32. 42
The record of conflict between industry and labor throughout most of the Weimar Republic's history and its highly political nature are well known, and the combination of so much disagreement with so much consensus is something of a miracle. It would have been even more remarkable, however, if there had not been major areas of agreement. Although modernization theorists certainly have exaggerated the extent to which industrial conflict can be rationalized and the degree to which it can be depoliticized, the institutionalization of me-


chanisms for dealing with industrial disputes (e.g. collective bargaining, private and state mediation, industrial courts), the acceptance of «rules of the game» both within and between the involved organizations, the removal of day-to-day conflicts from the political arena, and the willingness on the both sides to attribute some minimal measure of goodwill and common interest to one another would all appear to be fundamental aspects of institutional modernization. Needless to say, this runs counter to Marxist notions of the ultimate irresolvability of class conflict and its utopian vision, but it is less important to do battle with the Marxists than to warn against the bourgeois modernization utopias of some decades ago which postulated consensus politics and depoliticized industrial relations as an eternal condition. Obviously, the basic foundations of any industrial relations system are political and they derive their legitimation not only from the acceptance of the participants but also from the acquiescence of the nation as embodied in its system of representation and its administration.43

This is especially relevant to the Weimar experience. The famous Zentralarbeitsgemeinschaft (ZAG) established by the Stinnes-Legien Agreement of November 15, 1918 was intended to be self-legitimating. The reordering of German industrial relations on the basis of mutual recognition, collective bargaining, the eight hour day, and joint collaboration in the demobilization and institutionalized joint consultation in matters of social and economic policy was undertaken in the context of an effort to preempt the actions of both the government and parliament, whose authority and efficiency were questioned. This remarkable corporatist rebellion and attempt to enshrine the principle of voluntarism not simply in industrial relations but also in socioeconomic policymaking was filled with contradictions. It presupposed that the authority of state and parliament could be used to sanction and even enforce agreements made in disdain of that very authority. It claimed an equivalence between the interests of the parties to the agreement and those of the nation. Such pretensions would have been dubious even under the most harmonious of circumstances since they disconnected corporatist agreements of great moment to the entire nation from any source of legitimation beyond themselves, but they were truly doomed by the shaky foundations of the ZAG itself. From the very outset, the ZAG founders and their organizations suffered from the objections of recalcitrant constituencies. Many employer and employer groups did not want to accept dictation from the big industrialists who had made the agreement or the functionaries who managed the Spitzenverbände in Berlin. These protesters feared for their autonomy and often felt that too many concessions had been made. On the other side, there was much rank and file suspicion of the trade union leaders for having sold out the chances for socialization of key industries and for having tied the hands of the trade unions. As a consequence of these internal squabbles and major trade union defections from the ZAG, the government and Reichstag were able to regain the upper hand in socioeconomic legislation. Fundamentally, the ZAG lasted for just as long as inflationary trade-offs would allow and collapsed when heavy industry sought to undo the eight hour day unilaterally in the fall of

1923 and the employers as a body insisted on the suspension of the eight-hour day and the reduction of real wages and social expenditures. From the perspective of the stability of Weimar’s institutions, however, the conditions surrounding the ZAG’s demise were as dysfunctional as those surrounding its birth. Where the latter took place in the context of unrealistic expectations and created an organization with pretensions far in excess of its capabilities, the former occurred in a manner such as to undermine what should have been the legitimate realms of voluntaristic agreement between the two sides. The chief responsibility for this certainly lies with the employers, for while an important portion of the employer leadership appears to have become socialized to the existence of unions and collective bargaining, a powerful segment, largely but not exclusively from heavy industry, wished to undermine the system of collective bargaining itself. As a consequence, the continuation of collective bargaining in Germany became increasingly dependent on the state through a system of binding arbitration which was heartily detested and opportunistically used by both sides and which effectively politicized the entire collective bargaining process. Whether binding arbitration seriously distorted wage levels and had the deleterious consequences the employers claimed or whether the decisions more or less followed market conditions is a matter for further research. There can be no question about the fact that it undermined the sense of responsibility of the negotiating parties and became a source of attacks on the authority of the state itself, as in the Ruhreisenstreit at the end of 1928, the brutal lockout of 250,000 workers by heavy industry in an effort to challenge the binding arbitration system, a lockout widely interpreted as a challenge to the political system itself. Indeed, the destructive character of the heavy industrial stance is evidenced by the fact that, where its actions in 1923 had as one of their objects the termination of the Great Coalition under Stresemann, there is good reason to believe that they would have challenged the state in 1928 whether or not there was a Great Coalition in power. The system itself was becoming the enemy. Employers and trade union leaders could no longer join together in common distrust of the state because the latter had, very tragically from the perspective of what was to happen in the depression, to depend upon the state for protection against the employers.


As noted above, there were employers who were more prepared to play by the rules of a new game and accept its political implications as well. Both in 1926 and again in 1930, there was talk of reviving the ZAG, in the first instance with the idea of creating a Great Coalition as well. In each instance, the recalcitrant constituencies in the two camps undermined the chances of agreement. In 1926, it was the lignite industrialist, Paul Silverberg, who suggested that the ZAG be revived and who seems to have contemplated that it should be coordinated with a Great Coalition government, while the effort in 1930 involved a variety of the leaders on both sides, most notably Hans von Raumer of the DVP and electro-technical industry who had played a key role in 1918. In 1926, actual discussions took place about tariffs and economic policy, but the Silverberg project like the negotiations in 1930 foundered on heavy industrial and other anti-union opposition as well as the suspicions of the trade union leaders and their constituencies. These suspicions cannot simply be blamed on some irrational attachment to notions of class conflict. Officially, the Christian trade unions supported a revival of the ZAG, but as the Centrist Reichstag Deputy Josef Joos reported in 1926, a survey of Catholic workers throughout the Reich with respect to their attitude toward employers, especially Catholic employers, turned up with results that were anything but edifying:

»I see answers before me from every part of the Fatherland, from East and West, North and South and from every category of industry and branch of productive life. [...] The answers have the same tenor. I read about the present relationship between employers and workers: estranged, mistrustful, rejecting, tense, antagonistic, hostile. The weakest statement from the Upper Palatinate was cold neutrality [...]."

Psychologically indicative are some explanations from the Westphalian heavy industrial area. I quote: »The reasons for the antagonistic posture in laboring circles lies in the economic hardship and in the attitude of the employers. In part it is the disappointed hopes placed in the slogan Volksgemeinschaft and its non-fulfillment. The word is also used in employer circles; it was more or less the goal of the Arbeitsgemeinschaften, which were approved by a substantial portion of the workers. The concept of Volksgemeinschaft was identified for many Catholic workers with an almost mystic belief. It was a substitute for the fact that there had been no fundamental change in economic life [...]. A mitigation of this general judgement is found only with respect to small and medium sized industry. In large scale industry, the tension is increased by industrial concentration and factory bureaucratization. «

Fritz Lang's film, Metropolis, with its expressionist portrayal of labor crucified on the time-clock of a heartlessly rationalized industry and its escapist and archaic solution of having the conflicts between labor and capital and the workers of the hand and the head reconciled by the heart, nevertheless spoke to the generation to which it was addressed precisely because it captured the sources of alienation Joos was describing as well as the widespread desire for solutions that did not involve the overthrow but rather the humanization of the existing economic order. 


48 See the fine analysis of this important film in Siegfried Kracauer, From Caligari to Hitler, Princeton 1947, pp. 162–164.
If the Communist Party was largely the party of the unemployed, as it appears to have been, then it is manifest that those who worked were looking for something else. It is unnecessary to deny the existence or significance of class struggle in the Weimar Republic to raise the question as to whether it is the most useful way to conceptualize the issues between labor and industry. There are both sociological and political objections to the latter approach. The sociological problem lies in the remarkable and increasing complexity of those who might normally be defined as the economic proletariat in this period. Not only were there the traditional differences between the old and young, skilled and unskilled workers, but there was also the increasing number of white collar workers and lower and middle rank civil servants. These groups only briefly and sporadically perceived their interests to be common ones, and this was especially the case after the stabilization. In fact, they often operated in open hostility to one another, as exemplified by the resentment of the blue collar workers against civil servant pay increases in 1927, and the tensions between employed and unemployed in times of depression, which often translated itself into a conflict of interests and attitudes between old and young. Just as the "middle classes" was in the process of dissolution as a homogeneous and coherent entity in the course of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, so the "proletariat" was suffering the same fate in the course of the Weimar Republic. Undoubtedly, this process would have speeded up had economic conditions been more propitious. As recent research has shown, however, it certainly was evident in the realm of mass culture and mass consumption, both of which were leading to the undermining of a specifically proletarian culture. Politically, with the possible exception of 1918/19, one may even doubt that there ever was a chance for the politically self-conscious proletariat to triumph, given the confessional divide in the German labor movement. Whatever the case, during Weimar at most a third of the German workers voted for the Marxist parties, which meant that a substantial number of workers voted for the Center and the DNVP.  

Little wonder, therefore, that the great demand of the Social Democrats and their trade union allies in the middle years of the Republic was for what might be called the further extension of citizenship rights in the economy rather than socialization, that is, they called for the institutionalization of a voice in their own economic and social fate at the level of the factory and in the management of the economy. The former found a measure of expression in the Factory Councils Law of 1920, the latter in the *Wirtschaftsdemokratie* program that evolved after 1925. While undeniably an effort to cope with the failures of the Revolution and the manifest inability to overcome capitalism in the foreseeable future, the quest for greater degrees of codetermination probably did reflect the most realistic response of the Social Democrats to the implications of their own economic perceptions and also pointed the way to a more modern policy in the future. The evidence is fairly clear that what they opposed in 1923/24 was not modifications of the eight hour day or other unpleasant measures which they recognized to be at least temporarily necessary, but rather the unilateral, arbitrary and authoritarian manner in which they were carried out. Similarly, since they themselves were

---


convinced of the need for rationalization in the mid-1920's and for deflationary measures at the end of the decade, the only logical thing was to insist that these be accomplished in the most socially acceptable and in the most democratic manner possible. As it turns out, they were fooling themselves both about the potentialities for the Socialist transformation of organized capitalism and the ability to achieve the political goals in the Weimar political environment. It is possible to argue, however, that in addressing themselves to the issue of the democratic control of economic power, they were taking an important step in the direction of their own modernization as a party and trade union movement that might have a broader appeal to other segments of German society and on some basis other than notions of class conflict that were failing to win over even a substantial number of the workers.⁵¹

In the last analysis, the modernization of employer attitudes probably was moving more slowly than that of the workers and their organizations. Not only did the Wirtschaftsdeomokratie program produce incredible alarm in employer circles and probably strengthen the influence of its more reactionary elements as well as promote the development of an alternative Werksgemeinschaft ideology directed against the trade unions and collective bargaining, but it also fueled the more general opposition to Weimar's progressive social legislation and social system in the mid-1920's. In reality, the modernization of the Weimar industrial plant, such as it was, and of its social legislation in the mid-1920's was based on an unstable stalemate in which industry was given a free hand to rationalize on the basis of short term loans while the working class was compensated for the favor shown to industry by social legislation and favorable arbitration decisions. The trade-off worked so long as the American loans kept coming and the increasing fiscal crisis of the state was not faced. By 1929, the employers could claim that their dire prognostications were correct and that the Freiheit der Wirtschaft had to be restored. This could only mean a further assault on the gains made by organized labor since the World War and a challenge to the role the state had played in preserving them. The growing economic crisis and crisis of social policy thus threatened to become a crisis of the political system that might bring down the Republic.⁵²

III. POLITICAL MODERNIZATION OR VOLKSGEMEINSCHAFT?

Did the political system have sufficient resources to transcend the social and economic liabilities under which it labored? The answer given by history is well known, but it does not answer to the further question of the extent to which the weaknesses of the political system were decisive. That is, to what extent can the disintegration of the Republic be attributed in the last analysis to a failure of political modernization? My answer would be: to a very great extent. If one is to discuss the constraints on the development of an adequate modernization policy, however, then these must be conceived in international as well as national terms. The

---

⁵¹ See the excellent discussion in Winkler, Schein der Normalität, pp. 466 ff., 607 ff.
⁵² Ibid., pp. 466-518. The classic survey of social policy in the Weimar Republic and the debate surrounding it is Ludwig Preller, Sozialpolitik in der Weimarer Republik, Stuttgart 1949, Düsseldorf 1978. For a longer term perspective, see Volker Hentschel, Geschichte der deutschen Sozialpolitik 1880-1980, Frankfurt 1983. Good discussions of the instrumentalization of the crisis before the crisis into a political crisis by certain of the Industrialists are to be found in the concluding chapters of Weisbrod, Schwerindustrie and in Schneider, Unternehmer und Demokratie. Apparently, the concept of Wirtschaftsdeomokratie continued to produce an almost conditioned negative response from employers after 1945. See Volker Berghahn, Unternehmer und Politik in der Bundesrepublik, Frankfurt 1985, p. 207 ff. On the employer mania concerning the Freiheit der Wirtschaft, see Gerald D. Feldman, Aspekte deutscher Industriepolitik am Ende der Weimarer Republik 1930-1932, in: Feldman, Vom Weltkrieg zur Weltwirtschaftskrise, pp. 218-233.
debate over the primacy of foreign policy versus the primacy of domestic policy is not terribly helpful for understanding the twentieth century. It would be ridiculous to separate Weimar’s difficulties from the international environment which conditioned them in so many ways. The Treaty of Versailles imposed constant heavy burdens on the fledgling Republic in the form of territorial losses, military occupation, and heavy economic obligations. Whether rightly or wrongly, the treaty was considered unjust by the vast majority of Germans in all political camps, and there can be no question about the fact that it proved to be politically unworkable and unenforceable even over the short run. The best proof of this is that those for whose benefit the treaty had been written retreated from it. From the standpoint of German domestic politics, it was nothing short of poisonous, not only because it was hated and considered unjust, but even more because it was a constant preoccupation in socioeconomic policy making. The problems connected with the territorial losses, reparations payments in kind and the need to mobilize industrial credit in order to make payments strengthened enormously the least democratic and most reactionary elements of German industry, namely heavy industry, and vastly assisted their ability to penetrate and influence the manufacturing sectors. The economic terms of the treaty were used to justify inflation until 1923 and then to argue for deflation thereafter. What made the Treaty so destructive was not simply that it served as a scapegoat for the nation’s ills but that it was so easily instrumentalized to justify political arguments and policy decisions that would otherwise have had to be considered in different terms. 53

Nevertheless, it would be unfair to argue that the Republic did not make remarkable efforts to deal constructively with the problems presented by the Treaty. Recent research, especially by Peter Krüger, has presented a convincing argument that the Weimar Republic did an impressive job of developing a constructive and modernized foreign policy despite this rather miserable context. 54 After troubled beginnings under Wirth and Rathenau, but especially under Stresemann and his leading supporter in the Foreign Office, Carl von Schubert, Germany sought to reconstruct her legitimate position as a great power by economic and political means. The modernizing aspect of the policy lay in the manner in which it turned its back on the old style Wilhelmine diplomacy of militarist posturing and political noisiness and stressed the role of Germany as a trading nation. Its implication was that Helden were to be replaced by Händler, and that the warfare state was to make way for the trading state. Germany’s future lay in her economic power rather than in military adventurism. 55

This promising tendency was not assisted very much by the nations with whom Germany had to deal, another consideration of significance in assessing Weimar’s capacity to transcend the liabilities of the German political tradition. On the one hand, there were the structural difficulties of the postwar international economy arising from the creation of new centers of manufacturing in the non-western world as well as the excess production of agricultur-

53 See the eminently sensible discussion of the consequences of the treaty by Peter Krüger, Das Reparationsproblem der Weimarer Republik in fragwürdiger Sicht. Kritische Überlegungen zur neuesten Forschung, in: VfZ 29, 1981, pp. 21–47. For detailed illustrations of how well the treaty served the cause of reaction in Germany, see the concluding chapters of my Iron and Steel and of Weisbrod’s Schwerindustrie. This is not to question Hans Mommsen’s very telling argument that reparations and foreign policy pressures were responsible for keeping the Republic alive and that the ending of reparations removed the last stake that anti-republican forces might have had in the Republic’s survival. (See Industrielles System, pp. 605 ff.). It is only to argue that a different treaty might have placed the Republic on much safer and better foundations.


al and raw materials products for constricted markets. On the other hand, there were the policies of tight money and protectionism which exacerbated these difficulties, policies in which the United States, as the world's leading creditor and trading nation played no small role. These policies impinged very severely on Germany, which was compelled to borrow huge sums from the United States at very high interest rates and which depended very heavily on open markets in order to pay her obligations under the Dawes and Young Plans. Furthermore, both these plans placed very serious limitations on the German banking system, inhibiting the great investment banks from performing their traditional functions in maintaining the liquidity of the economy and giving the Reichsbank, especially under Schacht, immense leverage in its dealings with the government, the banking sector and industry. Germany was tied to the gold standard with particular rigidity even though the manner in which that gold standard was being operated by the other major industrial nations bore little if any resemblance to the »rules of the game« under which they pretended to be playing. Germany's dependence on short term loans at high interest rates, a condition which she owed in no small measure to her record of default through monetary depreciation during the inflation, thus made her extraordinarily vulnerable to shocks from abroad. As the great depression was to demonstrate - the higher degree of central bank cooperation in the interwar period notwithstanding - the international economy lacked even the minimal institutional framework necessary to cope with its monetary and trading problems. The plausibility of such crackpot economic nostrums as the demands for autarky and »living space« in Germany owed much to the policies of Germany's leading trading partners and creditors.

One can argue that Weimar's leaders were particularly victimized by these difficulties of international economic modernization which they tended to reinforce a concept that runs directly counter to any effective modernization policy, namely, that »economics is fate« and should not or cannot be modified by political decision making. During the course of its brief history, for example, leaders of the Republic made notable efforts to develop countercyclical policies aimed at promoting employment through public works and other programs as well as through the use of tax policies. Such ideas found not only articulation but also some practical implementation during the 1920/21 relative stabilization and especially during the economic crisis of 1925/26. While the fuller development of such techniques certainly de-

56 These were well understood by intelligent and informed contemporaries. See Bernhard Harms, Das Neue Deutschland im neuen Europa, in: Bernhard Harms (ed.), Strukturwandlungen der deutschen Volkswirtschaft, Berlin 1928, 2 Vols., I, pp. 3–32.

57 See Harold James, Did the Reichsbank Draw the Right Conclusion from the German Inflation?, in: Feldman (ed.), Die Nachwirkungen der Inflation, pp. 211–230. See now also Chapter 8 of his: The German Slump.


59 Hans-Ulrich Wehler, Modernisierungstheorie, p. 48, points out that one of the positive contributions of modernization theory, especially as developed by Reinhard Bendix, is that it turns against the notion of »Ökonomie als Schicksal« and advocates also the idea that Prozesse und Auswirkungen der Industrialisierung politisch zu kontrollieren. Dadurch behält Politik bei ihm ihr relatives Eigengewicht, ihre Maßnahmen und Konsequenzen schafften neue Bedingungen für die soziöökonomischen Prozesse, die nicht als jederzeit übermächtiges Fatum stilisiert werden.
pended upon a clearer theoretical foundation and the development of technical economic procedures and instrumentalities, they also depended upon a measure of state financial freedom which Weimar governments simply did not have at their disposal after the stabilization. As Dieter Hertz-Eichenrode's important study of government policy in 1925/26 demonstrates, the government's actions only were possible because of the government revenue surplus. The Dawes Plan arrangements would not permit the creation of any discretionary government right to a credit for pump priming such as that provided for in the Federal Republic's 1967 Law for Stability and Growth of the Economy.60 Even more fathfully, the budget deficits created by these measures seemed to have played an important role in convincing Brüning not to try similar methods after he took power in March 1930. While this is no place to enter into the great debate as to whether or not Brüning had the Handlungsspielraum which some historians claim he had, his unwillingness or inability to pursue a policy other than the one he did speaks to the triumph of the notion that »economics is fate« and to the failed political modernization of the Republic.61

Manifestly, all these difficulties were politically more dangerous in the German context than elsewhere, although the political fate of Italy, Austria, and Poland in the 1920's are reminders that political democracy was not vulnerable in Germany alone. The dilemmas in Germany, however, were especially great because her peculiar situation after 1918 required a much higher degree of institutional modernization and greater degree of symmetrical development of her institutions of governance than that which existed in any industrialized nation at the time, and this precisely under conditions where the legitimacy of her institutions was extremely fragile. Heretical as it may sound, there was no preordained reason for Germans to embrace parliamentary democracy except for the fact that the old regime had been defeated in war. Neither French nor Italian parliamentarism were all that edifying; the English system was English and had evolved over centuries; the United States, which promoted the parliamentarization of Germany in 1918, did not in fact have a parliamentary system herself.

One of the paradoxes of Weimar history is that Germany had a headstart in developing many of the institutional structures and organizational habits which play such an important role in governance and crisis management today. She had a well trained professional bureaucracy, a tradition of state interference in economic and social affairs, experience in the devolution of quasi-public functions on corporate bodies representing a variety of social and economic interests (e.g., chambers of industry and commerce and corresponding organiza-


61 For the powerful and pessimistic arguments of Knut Borchardt against a »rückwärts gewandten Problemlösungsoptimismus« with respect to the Great Depression, see his justly famous articles now reproduced in Part III (Die Strukturschwäche der Weimarer Wirtschaft und die Handungsmöglichkeiten in der Großen Krise) of his: Wachstum, Krisen, Handlungsspielräume der Wirtschaftspolitik. Studien zur Wirtschaftsgeschichte des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts, Göttingen 1982. The debate over his arguments is carried on in GuG 11, 1985, pp. 273—376. Especially important are the arguments of Charles Maier that Borchardt's economic model of a »sick economy« that could not be healed by political measures is »over-determined« and Bernd Weisbrod's well documented demonstration that industry »instrumentalized« the deflationary policy, even against its better judgement, in order to get rid of collective bargaining. Two extraordinarily well researched and powerfully presented arguments for the »instrumentalization« of the financial crisis for purposes of dismantling the welfare state and parliamentary government are provided by Peter-Christian Witt, Finanzpolitik als Verfassungs- und Gesellschaftspolitik. Überlegungen zur Finanzpolitik des Deutschen Reiches in den Jahren 1930 bis 1932, in: GuG 8, 1982, pp. 386—414, and: Die Auswirkungen der Inflation auf die Finanzpolitik des Deutschen Reiches 1924–1935, in: Feldman (ed.), Die Nachwirkungen der Inflation, pp. 43–94.
tions representing agriculture and the crafts), and established channels and modes of communication between these interests and the government. Just as Germany's »backwardness« and preindustrial legacy provided her with certain advantages in her industrialization, so they gave her a headstart in the modern corporatism of both the state corporatist and societal corporatist varieties. Germany's »preindustrial corporatist/bureaucratic traditions« may not have been as inimical to the modernization processes of an advanced industrial society as Jürgen Kocka and other historians who have stressed the deleterious consequences of Germany's preindustrial legacy have sometimes suggested.62

However, there was a realm in which Germany remained backward. It was not in the realm of interest articulation and intermediation, where she was if anything overdeveloped, but rather with respect to their aggregation for purposes of effective political management. One may perhaps demote the role played by so-called preindustrial influences in causing the collapse of the Weimar Republic and the rise of Nazism, but the legacy of German political practice, above all in the arena of parliamentary politics, cannot simply be relegated to the historical background of Weimar's collapse. One may also entertain the interesting hypothesis that the pre-1914 Imperial regime served the purposes of capitalistic reproduction and obviated the need for a Gladstonian compromise and parliamentarization.63 However, it is rather difficult then to understand how such claims, made by Geoff Eley, are compatible with an explanation of the triumph of fascism in Germany that declares: »The political unity of the dominant classes and of their major economic factions could no longer [italics mine] be organized successfully within the existing forms of parliamentary representation and parliamentary government. Simultaneously the popular legitimacy of these forms also went into crisis.«64 When were the »dominant classes«, whoever they actually were, ever successfully organized within the parliamentary system of Weimar or even before 1914? The liberal parties were split from the very beginning: the much overrated Junker-industrialist alliance of the prewar period was never resurrected inside or outside of parliament in any successful way; the agrarian and mittelständische elements in the liberal parties responded to the triumph of industry's notion of economics as fate by literalizing it to the point of absurdity and drifting into an incredible variety of special interest parties after 1924; constructive parliamentary legislation depended upon shifting majorities for the various spheres of legislation.65


It is difficult to understand how that which had never been constructed could break down. Germany’s parties were inadequate to the tasks of government, not simply because they had been deprived of practical responsibility for governance under the Empire but also because they had been habituated to represent Weltanschauungen, »milieus«, and special interests rather than a broad set of positions defining a general conception of the national interest and general posture toward the problems facing the nation that made self-understood the need to compromise on individual issues. Under the old regime, of course, the task of interest aggregation belonged to the State which, allegedly, stood »above parties« and made »expert« decisions in the national interest. In the parliamentary democracy established in 1919, the parties, theoretically, were called upon to aggregate interests and to form governments, that is, to overcome their backwardness and modernize. In reality, they never did so, and one may question whether the parliamentary system ever enjoyed any popular legitimacy or ever was given a chance to do so outside of Social Democrats and certain liberal elements in the bourgeois parties who clung to it for dear life in part out of conviction and in part because they quite properly feared the alternatives.

After all, at every crucial juncture, Weimar experienced rule by decree rather than through normal parliamentary legislative procedure. Most of the economic and social legislation of the inflation period was issued by decree, and the stabilization as well as the final economic crisis was managed by decree. This is not to say that there were no differences among these periods. The decrees of the first years of Weimar really were an extension of the war powers granted in 1914 and were tantamount to an extended demobilization. The decrees leading to stabilization rested on enabling acts, but their authoritarian and harsh character extracted its price in the disaffection of a substantial portion of the middle class vote. Furthermore, they could only be temporary. As Hans Luther himself pointed out, the »rational state order of the enabling acts had to be dismantled« once the crisis was over and, as he confessed, »the conditions of existence of the people had to be made more bearable.«

The effect, however, was to create an almost irrepressible reaction of wage increases, social legislation, civil service pay increases, and government expenditures between 1925 and 1929 which, in Luther’s view, were responsible for the developing crisis in 1930 and which, in the view of many historians today, helped to make Weimar’s economic problems virtually unmanageable. As Luther also recognized some seven months after these reflections in his capacity as Reichsbank President, Brüning’s decision to have the Reich President issue decrees previously withdrawn because of Reichstag objections after the Reichstag had been dissolved was very different from Luther’s own use of Article 48 in December 1923. The reality was that Brüning with the enthusiastic connivance of an important group of higher officials in the Finance Ministry and other government agencies and with the support of Germany’s leading consti-


66 Luther, 1923 und 1930, in: Bankarchiv, Jan. 1, 1930, p. 132. On the rule by decree, see Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte, VI, p. 434 ff.

67 For a discussion of the psychological background of this fiscal improvidence, see my: Weimar from Inflation to Depression: Experiment or Gamble?, in: Gerald D. Feldman, Nachwirkungen der Inflation, pp. 385–401.

tutional lawyers who were openly speaking of the presidential dictatorship were instrumentalizing the crisis for the purpose of dismantling both the powers of parliament and the social welfare state.

This, of course, was the last and the worst answer to the failures of political modernization in Weimar Germany, not simply because it was a default regression in many respects to the way in which the old regime had run, but rather because it constituted the ultimate disregard of the principle of representation and of any sense of popular legitimacy beyond that implied in the direct election of the Reich President.

Weimar suffered from a profound and continuous perversion of its processes of modernization because they were constantly being instrumentalized for authoritarian purposes. Thanks to the brilliant work of Matthias Erzberger, she had developed the modern taxation system so sorely lacking in the old Empire, but this system was then used to undermine the democratic promise of German traditions of local self-government and to deprive the Republic of a grass roots foundation for social and political modernization. On the one hand, the municipalities were overburdened with social obligations while being deprived of revenues. On the other hand, they were subjects of constant attacks for wasteful expenditure and accused of launching a cold socialization. The needed modernization of Germany's federal structure was undertaken by an authoritarian bureaucracy for authoritarian purposes. In this respect, Papen's Staatstreicht and Hitler's Gleichschaltung were of a piece.69 Worse yet, it was under similar auspices that the great change in attitude toward the role of the state in economic management took hold after the banking crisis of 1931, a change by no means limited to Germany.70 Where in Great Britain and the United States the modernization of the instrumentailities of economic management available to the government took place under democratic auspices and even lead to a further democratization of the political system and a heightening of its legitimacy, precisely the reverse took place in Germany.

The crisis of capitalism may have been universal, but the crisis of democratic government was not. Perhaps, therefore, the concept of modernization and even the importance attached to achieving some measure of symmetry in the various processes of economic and political


70 As Knut Borchardt points out on page 44 of his: Die Bundesrepublik in den säkularen Trends der wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung in: Conze/Lepsius (eds.), Sozialgeschichte der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, the use of fiscal policy for purposes of managing demand and fighting unemployment had its origins not in the post-1945 period, but rather in the depression: Die Zäsur, auf die es in diesem Zusammenhang ankommt, ist freilich nicht am Ende des Zweiten Weltkriegs zu suchen, sondern in der Weltwirtschaftskrise. Damals zerbrach die Vorstellung, daß die private Wirtschaft selbst steuern könnte. Die in dieser Krise sichtbar werdenden wirtschaftlichen und politischen Risiken führten zu einer Umwertung der politisch-ökonomischen Werte in allen kapitalistischen Staaten [...].« While Borchardt has argued that a goodsly measure of Sanierung was necessary before such measures could be effective - see his: Konjunkturtheorie in der Konjunkturgeschichte. Entscheidung über Theorien unter Unsicherheit ihrer Gültigkeit, in: VSWG 72, 1985, pp. 537-553, esp. p. 553 - and points out that the actual effectiveness of government action in mitigating the crisis has never been proven, his remarks do suggest that a political decision by Brüning to have pursued a different policy may have had a certain value whatever its economic utility.
modernization are valuable after all. They are useful in helping to organize and comprehend
the interaction and articulation of the complex instrumentalities and institutions of modern
industrial societies as they attempt to cope with ongoing processes of social and economic
change. They are necessary in assessing the chances of democratic legitimation as well as the
dangers to it. Ultimately, questions of political integration are central to even the most econ-
omically absorbed of states. Interest fragmentation was a major source of the delegitimation
of the Weimar party system and promoted that yearning for \textit{Volksgemeinschaft} upon which
a catch-all party could capitalize.

The Weimar experience would seem to suggest that major failures in modernization policy
can have demodernizing consequences. The extreme blows to the \textit{Mittelstand} and peasantry
and the manner in which they were delivered constituted a distortion of the modernization
process that threw large numbers of those affected back into archaic longings on which the
National Socialists were to feed. The movement toward judicial review led to a triumph of
\textit{general clauses} and a system of \textit{justice} under which \textit{gesundes Volksempfinden} became
the foundation of a law \textit{protected} by the \textit{Führer}. Undoubtedly, this was more palatable to
middle class Germans thirsting for \textit{legality} and \textit{order} than the proletarian forms of legal
demodernization proposed in Saxony in 1923. Similarly, the extraordinary degree to which
the industrial relations in the Weimar Republic were organized and its corporatist experi-
ments surely were important steps in the direction of modernization. Their lack of generally
accepted legitimation and their dependence on the state, however, paved the way in many
important respects for a codified dictation of industrial relations by the state and employers
that was veiled by the idea of \textit{Volksgemeinschaft} and pretensions to the end of class struggle

No respectable empirically based argument has ever been presented that satisfactorily proves that the only alternative available to the propertied, military and bureaucratic interests seeking to control German politics in 1932 was calling the Nazis into power – structural arguments without satisfactory empirical foundation are nothing but more or less interesting hypotheses – but there cer-
tainly is satisfactory evidence that National Socialism lived parasitically off the nation’s fail-
ure to develop a parliamentary system with parties capable of integrating a variety of interes-
ts and compromising their differences for the sake of pursuing national programs. The pri-
mary of politics which Nazism practiced on both the international and national levels, that
is, the decoupling of political goals from any rational and recognizable socioeconomic
foundations, was the demodernization of politics. That this barbarism may have had mod-
ernizing consequences after 1945 for reasons which had nothing whatever to do with Nazi
intentions is significant, but only in the sense that it serves to demonstrate the dangers of
modernization that has become excessively divisible and that is the product of \textit{fate} rather
than policy. Historians should not go too far in rejecting the German \textit{Sonderweg}, for We-
mar’s crisis of representation was a direct outgrowth of Germany’s political history, but the
general relevance of the German experience is probably more significant than its exception-
alism. It may not be possible to see very far in climbing the mountain of modernization, but
German history suggests the kinds of things that can happen when one decides to jump off
rather than keep on going.